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INTRODUCTION
Cerebrovascular accidents are a major cause of morbidity and 

mortality worldwide, causing a heavy financial burden. There 
may be ethnic disparities in the incidence of mortality and 
morbidity of stroke and coronary heart disease [1]; in South 
Korea, it was observed that stroke incidence was higher than 
the incidence of myocardial infarction (MI) [2]. Although both 
carotid endarterectomy (CEA) and carotid artery stenting (CAS) 

are established as effective treatment options for the prevention 
of cerebrovascular events in symptomatic and asymptomatic 
patients with severe carotid bifurcation stenosis [3-7], it could 
be expected that CEA provides a greater benefit than CAS 
for these patients in the Korean population [8]. However, the 
reported effects of severe contralateral extracranial carotid 
stenosis or occlusion (SCSO) on the perioperative and long-
term outcomes of CEA are variable from previous studies. 
Several multicenter clinical trials have reported an increased 
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Purpose: We aimed to compare clinical outcomes after carotid endarterectomy (CEA) between Korean patients with and 
without severe contralateral extracranial carotid stenosis or occlusion (SCSO).
Methods: Between January 2004 and December 2014, a total of 661 patients who underwent 731 CEAs were stratified by 
SCSO (non-SCSO and SCSO groups) and analyzed retrospectively. The study outcomes included the occurrence of major 
adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), defined as stroke or myocardial infarction, and all-cause mortality during the 
perioperative period and within 4 years after CEA.
Results: There were no significant differences in the incidence of MACE or any individual MACE manifestations between the 
2 groups during the perioperative period or within 4 years after CEA. On multivariate analysis to identify clinical variables 
associated with long-term study outcomes, older age (hazard ratios [HRs], 1.06; 95% confidence intervals [CIs], 1.03–1.09; 
P < 0.001) and diabetes mellitus (HR, 1.71; 95% CI, 1.14–2.57; P = 0.010) were significantly associated with an increased 
risk of MACE occurrence, while preexisting SCSO was not associated with long-term incidence of MACE and individual 
MACE components. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis showed similar MACE-free (P = 0.509), overall (P = 0.642), and stroke-
free (P = 0.650) survival rates in the 2 groups.
Conclusion: There were no significant differences in MACE incidence after CEA between the non-SCSO and SCSO groups, 
and preexisting SCSO was not associated with an increased risk of perioperative or long-term MACE occurrence.
[Ann Surg Treat Res 2019;97(4):202-209]
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risk of perioperative stroke after CEA in both symptomatic and 
asymptomatic patients with preexisting SCSO [9], while many 
single-center studies found comparable perioperative results for 
patients with and without SCSO [10].

In this study, we aimed to compare early and late outcomes 
after CEA between Korean patients with and without SCSO. 
We also investigated the clinical outcomes according to 
the presence of contralateral extracranial carotid occlusion 
(occlu sion vs. nonocclusion), preexisting stroke symptoms 
(symptomatic vs. asymptomatic carotid stenosis), and anesthetic 
technique (regional vs. general anesthesia).

METHODS

Study design and patient population
In this single-center, retrospective observational study, we 

analyzed data extracted from the medical records of patients 
receiving CEA. The study protocol was approved by the 
Institutional Review Board of Asan Medical Center (2018-1467), 
and the requirement for informed patient consent was waived 
given the retrospective nature of the study.

Between January 1, 2004, and December 31, 2014, a total 
of 772 consecutive patients who underwent 853 CEAs at our 
hospital were screened for inclusion in this study. Of these 
patients, 111 patients (122 CEAs) who were followed up at other 
hospitals were excluded to ensure that the impact of SCSO after 
CEA on early and late outcomes in patients with aggressive 
risk factor control, specifically, was analyzed. We ultimately 
included 661 patients (731 CEAs, 85.7%) stratified by SCSO (non-
SCSO group vs. SCSO group) and analyzed them retrospectively. 
All CEAs had been performed to relieve significant carotid 
bifurcation stenosis, as defined by velocity criteria, based on 
peak systolic velocity (PSV) and end-diastolic velocity values 
recorded from within the most stenotic segment. The diagnoses 
were also guided by criteria established by the North American 
Symptomatic Carotid Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET) [5,11].

The criteria were as follows, using carotid duplex ultraso-
nography (DUS): 50%–99% luminal narrowing in patients 
with symptomatic carotid stenosis, and >70% in those with 
asymptomatic carotid stenosis. Patients were considered to be 
symptomatic if they had transient ischemic attacks, amaurosis 
fugax, or non-disabling stroke ipsilateral to significant carotid 
stenosis within the previous 6 months [12,13]. In cases of 
discrepancy in the degree of carotid stenosis determined 
using velocity criteria and luminal narrowing based on the 
NASCET criteria, the estimation of carotid stenosis was 
based primarily on the velocity criteria [11]. In patients with 
bilateral carotid bifurcation stenosis, the first side for operation 
(ipsilateral) was determined according to the following priority 
criteria: the presence of neurological symptoms, the degree 
of carotid stenosis, the presence of asymptomatic cerebral 

infarcts, and the dominant cerebral hemisphere [12,14]. The 
most symptomatic or higher-grade carotid artery stenosis was 
identified as the primary lesion (the ipsilateral lesion) and was 
treated first, and the less symptomatic or lower-grade carotid 
artery stenosis was referred to as the contralateral lesion [12]. 
Of the included patients, SCSO was defined as >70% luminal 
narrowing of the contralateral extracranial carotid stenosis or 
occlusion based on the DUS diagnostic criteria described above.

Demographics, risk factors, and other data, including clinical 
characteristics and 30-day and 4-year outcomes, were recorded 
for all consecutive patients in an Excel (Microsoft Corp., 
Redmond, WA, USA) database and retrospectively analyzed.

CEA procedures and follow-up
The surgical procedures were performed as previously 

detailed [12,13]. CEA was performed under general anesthesia 
with routine carotid shunting or regional anesthesia with 
selective shunting. During the early period of our study, CEA 
was preferably performed in awake patients under regional 
anesthesia with selective shunting based on the tolerance 
of carotid artery cross-clamping, assessed by evaluating the 
level of consciousness and motor function. Motor function 
and consciousness tests included counting numbers and 
squeezing a squeaking rubber doll placed in the contralateral 
hand. General anesthesia was selectively used for patients who 
did not tolerate regional anesthesia, while in the late period, 
we changed the anesthetic technique for general anesthesia 
with routine shunting. In patients who received regional 
anesthesia, a carotid shunt was inserted immediately when 
speech or motor dysfunction developed after carotid artery 
cross-clamping [13]. The preferred option for CEA was an 
endarterectomy with patch angioplasty in the standard fashion 
as previously described [12,13]. Postoperatively, all patients were 
given dual antiplatelet therapy with a statin in combination 
with stringent blood pressure control and close observation in 
an intensive care unit for at least 24 hours. All patients were 
followed up both clinically and by magnetic resonance imaging 
with angiography before discharge.

Follow-up included carotid DUS to assess patency and 
exclude the development of new or contralateral lesions, as well 
as independent neurological examination using the National 
Institutes of Health Stroke Scale [15] and the modified Rankin 
scale at 6 months, 12 months, and annually [12,13]. Once 
stability had been established over 3 years, surveillance was 
performed at longer intervals of about 2 years [12,13].

Study outcomes and definitions
The study outcomes of interest were the occurrences of 

major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE), defined as fatal 
or nonfatal stroke or MI, and all-cause mortality during the 
perioperative period (within 30 days after CEA) and within 
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4 years after CEA. Only the first event of each outcome was 
included in the analysis.

Postoperative stroke diagnosis was based on the World 
Health Organization (WHO) definition of acute, focal, 
occasionally global, loss of neurological function lasting for 24 
hours or more, with a vascular etiology [16]. The diagnosis was 
categorized as major or minor as previously detailed [12,13]. 
MI was defined as previously described [12,13,17]. Peripheral 
arterial occlusive disease (PAOD) was defined as a previous 
history of any therapeutic interventions for PAOD or an ankle-
brachial index ≤0.9, measured using Doppler ultrasound [18]. 
Following CEA, restenosis was diagnosed based on DUS criteria, 
defined as >70% luminal narrowing with a PSV threshold 
of ≥274 cm/sec [19]. The diagnosis of subclinical coronary 
artery disease (CAD) was based on preoperative radionuclide 
adenosine stress myocardial perfusion imaging, and additional 
coronary computed tomography angiography or coronary 
angiography in patients without a history of CAD, as described 
previously [17,20,21].

Statistical analyses
Categorical variables are reported as frequencies or 

percentages, and continuous variables are reported as means 
and standard deviations. Differences between the 2 groups 
were compared using chi-square test or Fisher exact test for 
categorical variables and Student t-test for continuous variables. 
Univariate and multivariate logistic regression analyses were 
used to identify the association between clinical variables and 
perioperative outcomes (within 30 days after CEA), and odds 
ratios with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) are reported. Long-
term event-free rates in terms of MACE-free, overall, and stroke-
free survival rates in the 2 groups were estimated with Kaplan-
Meier analysis and were compared with estimations calculated 
using the log-rank test. Univariate and multivariate analyses 
of the association between clinical variables and long-term 
outcomes (within 4 years after CEA) were conducted with Cox 
proportional hazards modeling, using the event of interest and 
the period from CEA to the date of the event or last follow-up 
as the outcome. Univariate Cox proportional hazard regression 
models were fitted to calculate hazard ratios (HRs) with 95% 
CIs to estimate the associations between clinical variables 
and outcomes. Variables with a P-value of <0.1 on univariate 
analysis were included in the multivariate analysis. A P-value 
<0.05 was considered statistically significant. Statistical 
analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics ver. 21.0 (IBM 
Co., Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS
The study cohort consisted of 661 patients who received 731 

CEAs at our hospital. The non-SCSO group consisted of 625 

patients with 651 CEAs (89.1%), and the SCSO group consisted 
of 80 patients with 80 CEAs (10.9%). During the study period, 
staged bilateral CEAs were performed on 70 patients: 26 CEAs 
in the non-SCSO group and 44 CEAs in the SCSO group. Of the 
patients in the SCSO group who underwent staged bilateral 
CEAs, the first CEA on the primary (ipsilateral) lesion was 
included in the SCSO group, and the second CEA (on the 
contralateral lesion) following the first CEA was included in the 
non-SCSO group.

The 2 groups did not differ significantly in demographic 
characteristics, risk factors, or clinical characteristics, except 
that the patients in the SCSO group were more likely to have 
subclinical CAD (2.6% vs. 8.8%, P = 0.011). However, there was 
no significant difference in CAD history between the 2 groups 
(19.0% vs. 21.3%, P = 0.638) (Table 1). Additional coronary 
computed tomography angiography or coronary angiography 
conducted on 24 patients with subclinical CAD indicated 1-, 2-, 
or 3-vessel disease in 8 (33.3%), 7 (29.2%), and 9 patients (37.5%), 
respectively. According to our management strategy as detailed 
elsewhere [22], 11 patients (45.8%) received medical treatment, 
4 (16.7%) received staged percutaneous coronary intervention 
followed by CEA, and 9 (37.5%) received staged CEA followed 
by coronary artery bypass graft. There were no significant 
differences in the anesthetic (P = 0.580), reconstruction 
techniques (P = 0.999), and rates of intraoperative shunt 
placement (P = 0.865) between the 2 groups. Among the 
patients undergoing CEA under regional anesthesia with 
selective shunting, no significant difference was noted in the 
rate of shunt placement in the SCSO group (5 of 38 patients, 
13.2%) compared with the non-SCSO group (27 of 288 patients, 
9.4%) (P = 0.398).

Patients with and without SCSO did not differ significantly 
in the incidence of MACE occurrence during the perioperative 
period (2.2% vs. 3.8%, P = 0.418) or within 4 years after CEA 
(12.4% vs. 15.0%, P = 0.517) (Table 2). There were no significant 
differences between the 2 groups in any of the individual 
MACE manifestations. Clinical variables associated with 
perioperative outcomes were analyzed using univariate and 
multivariate logistic regression analyses; for the incidence of 
MACE and individual MACE manifestations, the univariate 
analysis identified no statistically significant factor, which 
precluded the execution of multivariate analysis (Supplementary 
Table 1).

Univariate and multivariate Cox proportional hazards 
regression analyses were performed to identify clinical 
variables associated with long-term outcomes. After adjustment 
for potential confounding variables, multivariate analysis 
of the association between clinical variables and long-term 
incidence of MACE indicated that older age (HR, 1.06; 95% 
CI, 1.03–1.09; P < 0.001) and diabetes mellitus (HR, 1.71; 95% 
CI, 1.14–2.57; P = 0.010) were independent predictors of an 
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increased risk of MACE occurrence (Table 3). For the analyses of 
the association between clinical variables and individual MACE 
manifestations, older age (HR, 1.08; 95% CI, 1.05–1.12; P < 

0.001) was significantly associated with an increased mortality 
rate within 4 years after CEA, while hypertension (HR, 0.51; 
95% CI, 0.30–0.85; P = 0.010) was independently associated 

Table 1. Baseline demographics and clinical characteristics of the study patients according to the severe contralateral extra-
cranial carotid stenosis or occlusion (SCSO) status

Variable Total (n = 731) Non-SCSO (n = 651) SCSO (n = 80) P-value

Age (yr) 68.3 ± 7.8 68.5 ± 7.9 67.0 ± 7.0 0.120
Male sex  639 (87.4) 565 (86.8) 74 (92.5) 0.146
BMI (kg/m2) 24.1 ± 2.9 24.1 ± 2.9 24.2 ± 3.0 0.652
Risk factor
    Smoking 477 (65.3) 419 (64.4) 58 (72.5) 0.149
    Diabetes mellitus 296 (40.5) 260 (39.9) 36 (45.0) 0.384
    Hypertension 557 (76.2) 497 (76.3) 60 (75.0) 0.790
    Dyslipidemia 493 (67.4) 443 (68.0) 50 (62.5) 0.318
Comorbidities
    CAD 141 (19.3) 124 (19.0) 17 (21.3) 0.638
    Subclinical CAD 24 (3.3) 17 (2.6) 7 (8.8) 0.011
        1-Vessel disease 8 4 4 0.007
        2-Vessel disease 7 7 0 0.999
        3-Vessel disease 9 6 3 0.065
    PAOD 55 (7.5) 51 (7.8) 4 (5.0) 0.364
Carotid stenosis
    Degree of stenosis (%) 76.4 ± 9.4 76.2 ± 9.4 77.9 ± 9.4 0.123
    SCSO 80 (10.9) NA 80 (100) NA
        Severe stenosis 53 (7.3) NA 53 (66.3) NA
        Total occlusion 27 (3.7) NA 27 (33.8) NA
    Symptomatic stenosis 360 (49.2) 319 (49.0) 41 (51.3) 0.704
CEA
    General anesthesia 405 (55.4) 363 (55.8) 42 (52.5) 0.580
    Use of shunt 423 (57.9) 376 (57.8) 47 (58.8) 0.865
    Reconstruction technique 0.999
        Patch angioplasty 709 (97.0) 631 (96.9) 78 (97.5)
        Primary closure 10 (1.4) 9 (1.4) 1 (1.3)
        Eversion 11 (1.5) 10 (1.5) 1 (1.3)
        Bypass 1 (0.1) 1 (0.2) 0 (0)

Values are presented as mean ± standard deviation or number (%).
BMI, body mass index; CAD, coronary artery disease; CEA, carotid endarterectomy; NA, not applicable; PAOD, peripheral arterial 
occlusive disease.

Table 2. MACE in patients undergoing CEA according to SCSO status

Variable

Within 30-day outcomes after CEA Within 4-year outcomesa) after CEA

Total
(n = 731)

Non-SCSO
(n = 651)

SCSO
(n = 80) P-value Total

(n = 731)
Non-SCSO
(n = 651)

SCSO
(n = 80) P-value

MACEb) 17 (2.3) 14 (2.2) 3 (3.8) 0.418 93 (12.7) 81 (12.4) 12 (15.0) 0.517
Any stroke 11 (1.5) 10 (1.5) 1 (1.3) 0.999 34 (4.7) 31 (4.8) 3 (3.8) 0.999
    Major 2 (0.3) 2 (0.3) 0 (0) 0.999 8 (1.1) 8 (1.2) 0 (0) 0.999
    Minor 9 (1.2) 8 (1.2) 1 (1.3) 0.999 26 (3.6) 23 (3.5) 3 (3.8) 0.757
MI 2 (0.3) 1 (0.2) 1 (1.3) 0.207 2 (0.3) 1 (0.2) 1 (1.3) 0.207
Death 5 (0.7) 4 (0.6) 1 (1.3) 0.441 64 (8.8) 56 (8.6) 8 (10.0) 0.676

Values are presented as number (%).
MACE, major adverse cardiovascular events; CEA, carotid endarterectomy; MI, myocardial infarction; SCSO, severe contralateral 
extracranial carotid stenosis or occlusion.
a)Including the occurrence of MACE during the perioperative period. b)Any stroke, myocardial infarction, or death.
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with a decreased 4-year mortality rate (Supplementary Table 
2). There was no statistically significant factor associated with 
an increased 4-year incidence stroke or MI (Supplementary 
Table 3). Preexisting SCSO was not associated with long-term 
overall MACE incidence or with any of the individual MACE 
manifestations.

The mean duration of follow-up was 68.7 ± 34.2 months 
(median, 66 months; range, 12–167 months): 68.4 ± 33.9 
months (median, 66 months; range, 12–166 months) in the 
non-SCSO group and 70.6 ± 36.1 months (median, 65 months; 
range, 13–167 months) in the SCSO group. Kaplan-Meier 

survival analysis showed similar MACE-free (P = 0.509), overall 
(P = 0.642), and stroke-free (P = 0.650) survival rates in the 2 
groups (Fig. 1). During the study period, restenosis was noted 
in 15 CEAs (2.1%): 13 CEAs (2.0%) in the non-SCSO group and 
2 CEAs (2.5%) in the SCSO group (P = 0.675). There was no 
restenosis-related stroke.

We performed subgroup analysis based on the presence 
of contralateral extracranial carotid occlusion (occlusion vs. 
nonocclusion) (Supplementary Table 4), preexisting stroke 
symptoms (symptomatic vs. asymptomatic carotid stenosis) 
(Supplementary Table 5), and anesthetic technique (regional 

Table 3. Factors associated with occurrence of 4-year major adverse cardiovascular events

Variable
Univariate analysis Multivariate analysis

HR (95% CI) P-value HR (95% CI) P-value

Age 1.06 (1.03–1.09) <0.001 1.06 (1.03–1.09) <0.001
Female sex 1.03 (0.56–1.90) 0.915 NA NA
BMI 0.94 (0.88–1.02) 0.116 NA NA
Smoking 1.25 (0.80–1.95) 0.325 NA NA
Diabetes mellitus 1.61 (1.07–2.42) 0.021 1.71 (1.14–2.57) 0.010
Hypertension 0.70 (0.45–1.09) 0.118 NA NA
Dyslipidemia 0.92 (0.60–1.40) 0.683 NA NA
CAD 1.29 (0.80–2.07) 0.304 NA NA
Subclinical CAD 0.31 (0.04–2.22) 0.243 NA NA
Symptomatic stenosis 0.93 (0.62–1.39) 0.715 NA NA
Degree of stenosis 1.01 (0.99–1.03) 0.550 NA NA
SCSO 1.23 (0.67–2.25) 0.511 NA NA

HR, hazard ratio; CI, confidence interval; BMI, body mass index; CAD, coronary artery disease; NA, not applicable; SCSO, severe 
contralateral extracranial carotid stenosis or occlusion.
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Fig. 1. Kaplan-Meier analyses of the cumulative event-free rates. Major adverse cardiovascular event (MACE)-free (A), overall 
(B), and stroke-free survival (C) rates in patients, with and without severe contralateral extracranial carotid stenosis or occlusion 
(SCSO), who underwent carotid endarterectomy.
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vs. general anesthesia) (Supplementary Table 6). In terms of the 
contralateral extracranial carotid occlusion, preexisting stroke 
symptoms, and anesthetic technique, there were no significant 
between-group differences in overall MACE incidence or the 
incidence of any of the individual MACE manifestations.

DISCUSSION
It is well known that CEA is a reliable procedure for pre-

venting recurrent neurological symptoms and strokes in 
patients with significant carotid artery stenosis [5,6,23]. 
However, there is some controversy about the early and late 
efficacy of CEA in patients with SCSO, because previous related 
studies have had relatively small sample sizes and significant 
variability in anesthetic and surgical techniques [22,24]. A recent 
meta-analysis of patients with contralateral carotid occlusion 
undergoing CEA indicated that the presence of contralateral 
carotid occlusion results in higher rates of preoperative 
symptoms and increases the perioperative risk of neurological 
complications after CEA, but it does not have a significant 
impact on perioperative mortality or stroke-free survival at 
5 years [24]. However, findings from most clinical trials in 
Western populations may not be directly applicable to Asians 
because there may be ethnic differences in environmental 
and genetic factors, in addition to differences in anatomical 
characteristics and the prevalence of extracranial carotid 
lesions [1]. According to data from the WHO’s Department of 
Measurement and Health Information, there is a significant 
difference in the risk of MACE between different ethnic 
groups; stroke incidence is higher than MI incidence in Asian 
populations, which contrasts with Western populations [1,2].

This study cohort consisted of only Korean Asians and 
may not be representative of other ethnic groups. However, 
this may be both a limitation and a unique benefit of this 
study because there are limited data on benefits after CEA in 
Asian populations with SCSO. Our major finding was that the 
cumulative risk of MACE occurrence and individual MACE 
manifestations were similar between the non-SCSO and 
SCSO groups. SCSO did not have a significant impact on 30-
day or 4-year outcomes following CEA in these patients. These 
findings are inconsistent with previously reported results 
involved in Western populations [22,25]. Although our study 
sample size was small, with the SCSO group comprising only 
10.9% of the entire cohort, potentially contributing to type 
I error, the discrepancies between our findings and those 
of previous studies are likely attributable in part to ethnic 
disparities between Asian and Western populations. As 
limited data are available in Asian populations, our findings 
help inform clinicians on the best treatments for Asian SCSO 
patients undergoing CEA. Further studies with larger cohorts 
are needed to better understand the impact of SCSO on clinical 

outcomes following CEA in Asian populations.
In patients with SCSO, the impaired cerebral hemodynamic 

status may contribute to an increased risk of perioperative 
stroke following CEA, even if the patients are asymptomatic, 
and there are no structural brain changes on neuroimaging. 
This is likely because of decreased cerebral perfusion, 
particularly after carotid cross-clamping, in patients with 
compromised collateral cerebral circulation [22]. Several studies 
monitoring cerebral perfusion during CEA have reported 
an inverse correlation between cerebral collateral perfusion 
pressure and degree of contralateral carotid artery stenosis, 
as well as a significantly higher rate of intraoperative shunt 
placement in patients with SCSO [22,24,25-27]. According to the 
General Anesthesia versus Local Anesthesia for carotid surgery 
trial, there was no definite difference in outcome between 
general and local anesthesia for carotid surgery [28].

In our study, CEA was performed under either regional 
anesthesia with selective shunting, or general anesthesia 
with routine shunting. Among the patients undergoing CEA 
under regional anesthesia with selective shunting, our study 
showed similar rates of intraoperative shunting in the SCSO 
group compared with the non-SCSO group, and there was no 
significant difference in perioperative outcomes between the 
2 groups. Although there is no agreement as to which methods 
of protection are optimal, cerebral protection is extremely 
important during CEA in patients with SCSO [24]. Our results 
suggest that timely use of carotid shunting during CEA could 
reduce the occurrence of perioperative MACE in patients with 
SCSO.

Preexisting SCSO could have a considerable impact on 
late outcomes after CEA because of the adverse effects of an 
increased overall burden of cardiovascular risk in patients 
with SCSO. Recently, Patel et al. [22] reported that SCSO was 
an independent predictor of late mortality, with long-term 
survival rates significantly worse for patients with SCSO in 
addition to significantly higher rates of perioperative MI. The 
authors found that SCSO was an additional marker of higher 
systemic cardiovascular disease burden, and was associated 
with significantly higher rates of early and late MACE 
occurrence after CEA [22]. Similar findings were reported in 
high-risk patients eligible for the Stenting and Angioplasty 
with Protection in Patients at High Risk for Endarterectomy 
(SAPPHIRE) trial [29]. In contrast, we found that preexisting 
SCSO was not associated with an increased risk of perioperative 
or long-term MACE incidence in patients undergoing CEA. 
Our study included only patients who were followed up at 
our hospital with aggressive risk factor control. Although we 
cannot conclude causality, as with all observational studies, 
this potentially explained our observation of no significant 
differences in early and late outcomes after CEA between the 
non-SCSO and SCSO groups.
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It is clear that our study has substantial limitations, 
including its retrospective design and small sample size in 
a single-center cohort. Therefore, there was potential for 
selection and information biases on the part of the physicians 
or patients. Indication bias and patient self-selection for 
anesthetic technique may have also influenced our findings. 
There are other important factors not available in our data 
sources, such as intracranial carotid lesions with the status of 
collateral vertebrobasilar circulation, plaque morphology, and 
intraoperative monitoring of cerebral perfusion, which may 
have explained some of the differences in outcome compared 
with other studies. Furthermore, the study cohort consisted 
entirely of Korean Asians; therefore, these results may not be 
generalizable to other Asians or other ethnic groups. Finally, 
this study was likely underpowered to detect the effect of 
certain risk factors on outcomes and to validate the association 
of SCSO with early and late outcomes after CEA. Despite these 
limitations, our data add to the discussion of SCSO effects on 
early and late outcomes after CEA in contemporary literature.

In our study, there were no significant differences in 
overall MACE incidence or incidence of individual MACE 
manifestations after CEA between the non-SCSO and SCSO 
groups. Moreover, preexisting SCSO was not associated with 
an increased risk of perioperative or long-term incidence of 
MACE after CEA. Patients with SCSO undergoing CEA may 
benefit from the timely placement of intraoperative shunting, 
aggressive perioperative hemodynamic management, and 
adequate postoperative risk factor control.
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